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A measurement of the cross section for the inclusive production of isolated prompt photons in $pp$ collisions at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV is presented. The measurement covers the pseudorapidity ranges $|\eta| < 1.37$ and $1.52 \leq |\eta| < 1.81$ in the transverse energy range $15 \leq E_T^\gamma < 100$ GeV. The results are based on an integrated luminosity of $880 \text{ nb}^{-1}$, collected with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider. Photon candidates are identified by combining information from the calorimeters and from the inner tracker. Residual background in the selected sample is estimated from data based on the observed distribution of the transverse isolation energy in a narrow cone around the photon candidate. The results are compared to predictions from next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Prompt photon production at hadron colliders provides a handle for testing perturbative QCD (pQCD) predictions [1,2]. Photons provide a colorless probe of quarks in the hard partonic interaction and the subsequent parton-shower. Their production is directly sensitive to the gluon content of the proton through the $qg \rightarrow q\gamma$ process, which dominates at leading-order (LO). The measurement of the prompt photon production cross section can thus be exploited to constrain the gluon density function [3,4]. Furthermore, photon identification is important for many physics signatures, including searches for Higgs boson [5] and graviton decays [6] to photon pairs, decays of excited fermions [7], and decays of pairs of supersymmetric particles characterized by the production of two energetic photons and large missing transverse energy [8–10].

Prompt photons include both “direct” photons, which take part in the hard scattering subprocess (mostly quark-gluon Compton scattering, $qg \rightarrow q\gamma$, or quark-antiquark annihilation, $q\bar{q} \rightarrow g\gamma$), and “fragmentation” photons, which are the result of the fragmentation of a high-$p_T$ parton [11,12]. In this analysis, an isolation criterion is applied based on the amount of transverse energy inside a cone of radius $R = \sqrt{(\eta - \eta')^2 + (\phi - \phi')^2} = 0.4$ centered around the photon direction in the pseudorapidity ($\eta$) and azimuthal angle ($\phi$) plane [13]. After the isolation requirement is applied the relative contribution to the total cross section from fragmentation photons decreases, though it remains non-negligible especially at low transverse energies [12]. The isolation requirement also significantly reduces the main background of nonprompt photon candidates from decays of energetic $\pi^0$ and $\eta$ mesons inside jets.

Early studies of prompt photon production were carried out at the ISR collider [14,15]. Subsequent studies, for example [16–18], further established prompt photons as a useful probe of parton interactions. More recent measurements at hadron colliders were performed at the Tevatron, in $p\bar{p}$ collisions at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 1.96$ TeV. The measurement by the D0 Collaboration [19] is based on 326 pb$^{-1}$ and covers a pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 0.9$ and a transverse energy range $23 < E_T^\gamma < 300$ GeV, while the measurement by the CDF Collaboration [20] is based on 2.5 fb$^{-1}$ and covers a pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 1.0$ and a transverse energy range $30 < E_T^\gamma < 400$ GeV. Both D0 and CDF measure an isolated prompt photon cross section in agreement with next-to-leading-order (NLO) pQCD calculations, with a slight excess seen in the CDF data between 30 and 50 GeV. Measurements of the inclusive prompt photon production cross section have also been performed in $ep$ collisions, both in photoproduction and deep inelastic scattering, by the H1 [21,22] and ZEUS [23,24] Collaborations. The most recent measurement of the inclusive isolated prompt photon production was done with 2.9 pb$^{-1}$ at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV by the CMS Collaboration [25]. That measurement, which covers $21 < E_T^\gamma < 300$ GeV and $|\eta| < 1.45$, is in good agreement with NLO predictions for the full $E_T^\gamma$ range.

This paper describes the extraction of a signal of isolated prompt photons using $880 \text{ nb}^{-1}$ of data collected with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). A measurement of the production cross section in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV is presented, in the pseudorapidity ranges $|\eta| < 0.6$, $0.6 \leq |\eta| < 1.37$ and $1.52 \leq |\eta| < 1.81$, for photons with transverse energies between 15 GeV and 100 GeV.
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The paper is organized as follows. The detector is described in Sec. II, followed by a summary of the data and the simulated samples used in the measurement in Sec. III. Section IV introduces the theoretical predictions to which the measurement is compared. Section V describes the photon reconstruction and identification algorithms; their performance is given in Sec. VI. Section VII describes the methods used to estimate the residual background in the data and to extract the prompt photon signal, followed by a discussion of the data corrections for the cross section measurement in Sec. VIII. The sources of systematic uncertainties on the cross section measurement are discussed in Sec. IX. Section X contains the main experimental results and the comparison of the observed cross sections with the theoretical predictions, followed by the conclusions in Sec. XI.

II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR

The ATLAS detector is described in detail in Refs. [26,27]. For the measurement presented in this paper, the calorimeter, with mainly its electromagnetic section, and the inner detector are of particular relevance.

The inner detector consists of three subsystems: at small radial distance $r$ from the beam axis ($50.5 < r < 150$ mm), pixel silicon detectors are arranged in three cylindrical layers in the barrel and in three disks in each end-cap; at intermediate radii ($299 < r < 560$ mm), double layers of single-sided silicon microstrip detectors are used, organized in four cylindrical layers in the barrel and nine disks in each end-cap; at larger radii ($563 < r < 1066$ mm), a straw tracker with transition-radiation detection capabilities divided into one barrel section (with 73 layers of straws parallel to the beam line) and two end-caps (with 160 layers each of straws radial to the beam line) is used. These three systems are immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. The inner detector has full coverage in $\phi$. The silicon pixel and microstrip subsystems cover the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$, while the transition-radiation tracker acceptance is limited to the range $|\eta| < 2.0$. The inner detector allows an accurate reconstruction of tracks from the primary proton-proton collision region, and also identifies tracks from secondary vertices, permitting the efficient reconstruction of photon conversions in the inner detector up to a radius of $\approx 80$ cm.

The electromagnetic calorimeter is a lead-liquid argon (Pb-LAr) sampling calorimeter with an accordion geometry. It is divided into a barrel section, covering the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 1.475$, and two end-cap sections, covering the pseudorapidity regions $1.375 < |\eta| < 3.2$. It consists of three longitudinal layers. The first one, with a thickness between 3 and 5 radiation lengths, is segmented into high granularity strips in the $\eta$ direction (width between 0.003 and 0.006 depending on $\eta$, with the exception of the regions $1.4 < |\eta| < 1.5$ and $|\eta| > 2.4$), sufficient to provide an event-by-event discrimination between single-photon showers and two overlapping showers coming from a $\pi^0$ decay. The second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter, which collects most of the energy deposited in the calorimeter by the photon shower, has a thickness around 17 radiation lengths and a granularity of $0.025 \times 0.025$ in $\eta \times \phi$ (corresponding to one cell). A third layer, with thickness varying between 4 and 15 radiation lengths, is used to correct leakage beyond the calorimeter for high-energy showers. In front of the accordion calorimeter a thin presampler layer, covering the pseudorapidity interval $|\eta| < 1.8$, is used to correct for energy loss before the calorimeter. The sampling term $a$ of the energy resolution $\frac{\sigma(E)}{E} = a/\sqrt{E}$ (GeV) varies between 10% and 17% as a function of $|\eta|$ and is the largest contribution to the resolution up to about 200 GeV, where the global constant term, estimated to be 0.7% [28], starts to dominate.

The total amount of material before the first active layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter (including the presampler) varies between 2.5 and 6 radiation lengths as a function of pseudorapidity, excluding the transition region ($1.37 \leq |\eta| \leq 1.52$) between the barrel and the end-caps, where the material thickness increases to 11.5 radiation lengths. The central region ($|\eta| < 0.6$) has significantly less material than the outer barrel ($0.6 \leq |\eta| < 1.37$), which motivates the division of the barrel into two separate regions in pseudorapidity.

A hadronic sampling calorimeter is located beyond the electromagnetic calorimeter. It is made of steel and scintillating tiles in the barrel section ($|\eta| < 1.7$), with depth around 7.4 interaction lengths, and of two end-caps of copper and liquid argon, with depth around 9 interaction lengths.

A three-level trigger system is used to select events containing photon candidates during data-taking [29]. The first level trigger (level-1) is hardware based: using a coarser cell granularity ($0.1 \times 0.1$ in $\eta \times \phi$) than that of the electromagnetic calorimeter, it searches for electromagnetic clusters within a fixed window of size $0.2 \times 0.2$ and retains only those whose total transverse energy in two adjacent cells is above a programmable threshold. The second and third level triggers (collectively referred to as the “high-level” trigger) are implemented in software. The high-level trigger exploits the full granularity and precision of the calorimeter to refine the level-1 trigger selection, based on improved energy resolution and detailed information on energy deposition in the calorimeter cells.

III. COLLISION DATA AND SIMULATED SAMPLES

A. Collision data

The measurement presented here is based on proton-proton collision data collected at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV between April and August 2010. Events in
which the calorimeters or the inner detector are not fully operational, or show data quality problems, are excluded. Events are triggered using a single-photon high-level trigger with a nominal transverse energy threshold of 10 GeV, seeded by a level-1 trigger with nominal threshold equal to 5 GeV. The selection criteria applied by the trigger on shower-shape variables computed from the energy profiles of the showers in the calorimeters are looser than the photon identification criteria applied in the offline analysis, and allow ATLAS to reach a plateau of constant efficiency close to 100% for true prompt photons with $E_T > 15$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 1.81$. In addition, samples of minimum-bias events, triggered by using two sets of scintillator counters located at $z = \pm 3.5$ m from the collision center, are used to estimate the single-photon trigger efficiency. The total integrated luminosity of the sample passing data quality and trigger requirements amounts to $880 \pm 100$ nb$^{-1}$.

In order to reduce noncollision backgrounds, events are required to have at least one reconstructed primary vertex consistent with the average beam spot position and with at least three associated tracks. The efficiency of this requirement is expected to be greater than 99.9% in events containing a prompt photon with $E_T > 15$ GeV and lying within the calorimeter acceptance. The total number of selected events in data after this requirement is $9.6 \times 10^9$. The remaining amount of noncollision background is estimated using control samples collected—during normal data-taking conditions—with dedicated, low threshold triggers that are activated in events where either no proton bunch or only one of the two beams crosses the interaction region. The estimated contribution to the final photon sample is less than 0.1% and is therefore neglected.

B. Simulated events

To study the characteristics of signal and background events, Monte Carlo (MC) samples are generated using PYTHIA 6.4.21 [30], a leading-order parton-shower MC generator, with the modified leading-order MRST2007 [31] parton distribution functions (PDFs). It accounts for QED radiation emitted off quarks in the initial state (ISR) and in the final state (FSR). PYTHIA simulates the underlying event using the multiple-parton interaction model, and uses the Lund string model for hadronisation [32]. The event generator parameters are set according to the ATLAS MC09 tune [33], and the detector response is simulated using the GEANT4 program [34]. These samples are then reconstructed with the same algorithms used for data. More details on the event generation and simulation infrastructure are provided in Ref. [35]. For the study of systematic uncertainties related to the choice of the event generator and the parton-shower model, alternative samples are also generated with HERWIG 6.5 [36]. This generator also uses LO pQCD matrix elements, but has a different parton-shower model (angle-ordered instead of $p_T$-ordered), a different hadronisation model (the cluster model) and a different underlying event model, which is generated using the JIMMY package [37] with multiple-parton interactions enabled. The HERWIG event generation parameters are also set according to the MC09 tune.

To study the main background processes, simulated samples of all relevant $2 \rightarrow 2$ QCD hard subprocesses involving only partons are used. The prompt photon contribution arising from initial and final state radiation emitted off quarks is removed from these samples in studies of the background. Two different simulated samples are employed to study the properties of the prompt photon signal. The first sample consists of leading-order $\gamma$-jet events, and contains primarily direct photons produced in the hard subprocesses $qg \rightarrow q'\gamma$ and $q\bar{q} \rightarrow g\gamma$. The second signal sample includes ISR and FSR photons emitted off quarks in all $2 \rightarrow 2$ QCD processes involving only quarks and gluons in the hard scatter. This sample is used to study the contribution to the prompt photon signal by photons from fragmentation, or from radiative corrections to the direct process, that are less isolated than those from the LO direct processes.

Finally, a sample of $W \rightarrow e\nu$ simulated events is used for the efficiency and purity studies involving electrons from $W$ decays.

IV. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

The expected isolated prompt photon production cross section as a function of the photon transverse energy $E_T$ is calculated with the JETPHOX Monte Carlo program [11], which implements a full NLO QCD calculation of both the direct and the fragmentation contributions to the total cross section. In the calculation performed for this measurement, the total transverse energy carried by the partons inside a cone of radius $R = 0.4$ in the $\eta - \phi$ space around the photon direction is required to be less than 4 GeV. The NLO photon fragmentation function [38] and the CTEQ 6.6 parton density functions [39] provided by the LHAPDF package [40] are used. The nominal renormalization ($\mu_R$), factorization ($\mu_F$) and fragmentation ($\mu_J$) scales are set to the photon transverse energy $E_T$. Varying the CTEQ PDFs within the 68% C.L. intervals causes the cross section to vary between 5% and 2% as $E_T$ increases between 15 and 100 GeV. The variation of the three scales independently between 0.5 and 2.0 times the nominal scale changes the predicted cross section by 20% at low $E_T$ and 10% at high $E_T$, while the variation of the isolation requirement between 2 and 6 GeV changes the predicted cross section by no more than 2%. The MSTW 2008 PDFs [41] are used as a cross-check of the choice of PDF. The central values obtained with the MSTW 2008 PDFs are between 3% and 5% higher than those predicted using the CTEQ 6.6 PDFs.
The NLO calculation provided by JETPHOX predicts a cross section at parton-level, which does not include effects of hadronisation nor the underlying event and pile-up (i.e., multiple proton-proton interactions in the same bunch crossing). The nonperturbative effects on the cross section due to hadronisation are evaluated using the simulated PYTHIA and HERWIG signal samples described in Sec. III B, by evaluating the ratio of the cross section before and after hadronisation and underlying event simulation. The ratios are estimated to be within 1% (2%) of unity in PYTHIA (HERWIG) for all $E_T$ and $\eta$ regions under study. To account for the effect of the underlying event and pile-up on the measured isolation energy, a correction to the photon transverse isolation energy measured in data is applied, using a procedure described in Sec. V C.

V. PHOTON RECONSTRUCTION, IDENTIFICATION AND ISOLATION

A. Photon reconstruction and preselection

Photon reconstruction is seeded by clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter with transverse energies exceeding 2.5 GeV, measured in projective towers of $3 \times 5$ cells in $\eta \times \phi$ in the second layer of the calorimeter. An attempt is made to match these clusters with tracks that are reconstructed in the inner detector and extrapolated to the calorimeter. Clusters without matching tracks are directly classified as “unconverted” photon candidates. Clusters with matched tracks are considered as electron candidates. To recover photon conversions, clusters matched to pairs of tracks originating from reconstructed conversion vertices in the inner detector are considered as “converted” photon candidates. To increase the reconstruction efficiency of converted photons, conversion candidates where only one of the two tracks is reconstructed (and does not have any hit in the innermost layer of the pixel detector) are also retained [27,28].

The final energy measurement, for both converted and unconverted photons, is made using only the calorimeter, with a cluster size that depends on the photon classification. In the barrel, a cluster corresponding to $3 \times 5$ ($\eta \times \phi$) cells in the second layer is used for unconverted photons, while a cluster of $3 \times 7$ ($\eta \times \phi$) cells is used for converted photon candidates (to compensate for the opening between the conversion products in the $\phi$ direction due to the magnetic field). In the end-cap, a cluster size of $5 \times 5$ is used for all candidates. A dedicated energy calibration [27] is then applied separately for converted and unconverted photon candidates to account for upstream energy loss and both lateral and longitudinal leakage.

Photon candidates with calibrated transverse energies ($E_T^C$) above 15 GeV are retained for the successive analysis steps. To minimize the systematic uncertainties related to the efficiency measurement at this early stage of the experiment, the cluster barycenter in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter is required to lie in the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 1.37$, or $1.52 \leq |\eta| < 1.81$. Photon candidates with clusters containing cells overlapping with few problematic regions of the calorimeter readout are removed. After the above preselection, $1.3 \times 10^6$ photon candidates remain in the data sample.

B. Photon identification

Shape variables computed from the lateral and longitudinal energy profiles of the shower in the calorimeters are used to discriminate signal from background [27,42]. The exact definitions of the discriminating variables are provided in Appendix A. Two sets of selection criteria (denoted “loose” and “tight”) are defined, each based on independent requirements on several shape variables. The selection criteria do not depend on the photon candidate transverse energy, but vary as a function of the photon reconstructed pseudorapidity, to take into account variations in the total thickness of the upstream material and in the calorimeter geometry.

1. Loose identification criteria

A set of loose identification criteria for photons is defined based on independent requirements on three quantities:

(i) the leakage $R_{\text{had}}$ in the first layer of the hadronic compartment beyond the electromagnetic cluster, defined as the ratio between the transverse energy deposited in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter and the transverse energy of the photon candidate;

(ii) the ratio $R_{\eta}$ between the energy deposits in $3 \times 7$ and $7 \times 7$ cells in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter;

(iii) the root mean square (RMS) width $w_2$ of the energy distribution along $\eta$ in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter.

True prompt photons are expected to have small hadronic leakage (typically below 1%–2%) and a narrower energy profile in the electromagnetic calorimeter, more concentrated in the core of the cluster, with respect to background photon candidates from jets.

The loose identification criteria on $R_{\text{had}}, R_\eta$ and $w_2$ are identical for converted and unconverted candidates. They have been chosen, using simulated prompt photon events, in order to obtain a prompt photon efficiency, with respect to reconstruction, rising from 97% at $E_T^C = 20$ GeV to above 99% for $E_T^C > 40$ GeV for both converted and unconverted photons [28]. The number of photon candidates in data passing the preselection and loose photon identification criteria is $0.8 \times 10^6$.

2. Tight identification criteria

To further reject the background, the selection requirements on the quantities used in the loose identification are...
tightened. In addition, the transverse shape along the $\phi$ direction in the second layer (the variable $R_\phi$, computed from the ratio between the energy deposits in $3 \times 3$ and $3 \times 7$ cells) and the shower shapes in the first layer of the calorimeter are examined. Several variables that discriminate single-photon showers from overlapping nearby showers (in particular those which originate from neutral pion decaying in two photons), where the $\pi^0$ is unlikely to carry the full original jet energy. The transverse isolation energy ($E_{T}^{iso}$) is computed using calorimeter cells from both the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, in a cone of radius $0.4$ in the $\eta - \phi$ space around the photon candidate. The contributions from $5 \times 7$ electromagnetic calorimeter cells in the $\eta - \phi$ space around the photon barycenter are not included in the sum. The mean value of the small leakage of the photon energy outside this region, evaluated as a function of the photon transverse energy, is subtracted from the measured value of $E_{T}^{iso}$. The typical size of this correction is a few percent of the photon transverse energy. After this correction, $E_{T}^{iso}$ for truly isolated photons is nominally independent of the photon transverse energy.

In order to make the measurement of $E_{T}^{iso}$ directly comparable to parton-level theoretical predictions, such as those described in Sec. IV, $E_{T}^{iso}$ is further corrected by subtracting the estimated contributions from the underlying event and from pile-up. This correction is computed on an event-by-event basis using a method suggested in Refs. [43,44]. Based on the standard seeds for jet reconstruction, which are noise-suppressed three-dimensional topological clusters [26], and for two different pseudorapidity regions ($|\eta| < 1.5$ and $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.0$), a $k_T$ jet-finding algorithm [45,46], implemented in FASTJET [47], is used to reconstruct all jets without any explicit transverse momentum threshold. During reconstruction, each jet is assigned an area via a Voronoi tessellation [48] of the $\eta - \phi$ space. According to the algorithm, every point within a jet’s assigned area is closer to the axis of that jet than of any other jet. The transverse energy density for each jet is then computed from the ratio between the jet transverse energy and its area. The ambient-transverse-energy density for the event, from pile-up and underlying event, is taken to be the median jet transverse energy density. Finally, this ambient-transverse-energy density is multiplied by the area of the isolation cone to compute the correction to $E_{T}^{iso}$.

The estimated ambient-transverse-energy fluctuations significantly event-by-event, reflecting the fluctuations in the underlying event and pile-up activity in the data. The mean correction to the calorimeter transverse energy in a cone of radius $R = 0.4$ for an event with one $pp$ interaction is around 440 MeV in events simulated with PYTHIA and 550 MeV in HERWIG. In the data, the mean correction is 540 MeV for events containing at least one photon candidate with $E_T > 15$ GeV and exactly one reconstructed primary vertex, and increases by an average of 170 MeV with each additional reconstructed primary vertex. The average number of reconstructed primary vertices for the sample under study is 1.56. The distribution of measured ambient-transverse-energy densities for photons passing the tight selection criteria is shown in Fig. 1. The impact of this correction on the measured cross section is discussed in Sec. IX B. For a consistent comparison of this measurement to a theoretical prediction which incorporates an underlying event model, the method described above should be applied to the generated final state in order to evaluate and apply the appropriate event-by-event corrections.

After the leakage and ambient-transverse-energy corrections, the $E_{T}^{iso}$ distribution for direct photons in simulated events is centered at zero, with an RMS width of around 1.5 GeV (which is dominated by electronic noise in the calorimeter). In the following, all photon candidates with $E_{T}^{iso} < 3$ GeV are considered to be experimentally isolated.
The number of photon candidates satisfying the tight identification criteria and having $E_{T}^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV is 110,442: 73,614 are reconstructed as unconverted photons and 36,828 as converted photons. The transverse energy distribution of these candidates is shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, the initial distribution of all photon candidates after the reconstruction and preselection is also shown.

VI. SIGNAL EFFICIENCY

A. Reconstruction and preselection efficiency

The reconstruction and preselection efficiency, $e_{reco}$, is computed from simulated events as a function of the true photon transverse energy for each pseudorapidity interval under study. It is defined as the ratio between the number of true prompt photons that are reconstructed—after preselection—in a certain pseudorapidity interval and have reconstructed $E_{T}^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV, and the number of true photons with true pseudorapidity in the same pseudorapidity interval and with particle-level transverse isolation energy lower than 4 GeV. The efficiency of the requirement $E_{T}^{\gamma} > 15$ GeV for prompt photons of true transverse energy greater than the same threshold is taken into account in Sec. VIII.

The reconstruction and preselection efficiencies are calculated using a cross-section-weighted mixture of direct photons produced in simulated $\gamma$-jet events and of fragmentation photons produced in simulated dijet events. The uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency due to the difference between the efficiency for direct and fragmentation photons, and the unknown ratio of the two in the final sample of selected signal photons, are taken into account as sources of systematic uncertainty in Sec. IX A.

The average reconstruction and preselection efficiency for isolated prompt photons with $|\eta| < 1.37$ or $1.52 \leq |\eta| < 1.81$ is around 82%; the 18% inefficiency is due to the inefficiency of the reconstruction algorithms at low photon transverse energy (a few %), to the inefficiency of the isolation requirement (5%) and to the acceptance loss from a few inoperative optical links of the calorimeter readout [49].

B. Identification efficiency

The photon identification efficiency, $e_{ID}$, is similarly computed as a function of transverse energy in each pseudorapidity region. It is defined as the efficiency for reconstructed (true) prompt photons, with measured $E_{T}^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV, to pass the tight photon identification criteria described in Sec. V B. The identification efficiency is determined from simulation after shifting the photon shower shapes by "shower-shape correction factors" that account for the observed average differences between the discriminating variables' distributions in data and MC. The simulated sample used contains all the main QCD signal and background processes. The average differences
between data and simulation are computed after applying the tight identification criteria. The typical size of the correction factors is 10% of the RMS of the distribution of the corresponding variable in data, with a maximum of 50% of the RMS for the variable \( R_\eta \) where the simulation is in worse agreement with the data. The corresponding correction to the MC efficiency is typically around \(-3\%\) and is always between \(-5\%\) and zero. The photon identification efficiency after all selection criteria (including isolation) are applied is shown in Fig. 3 and in Table I, including the systematic uncertainties that are discussed in more detail in Sec. IX A. The efficiencies for converted photons are, on average, \(3\%\)–\(4\%\) lower than for unconverted photons with the same pseudorapidity and transverse energy.

As a cross-check, photon identification efficiencies are also inferred from the efficiencies of the same identification criteria applied to electrons selected in data from W decays. Events containing \( W \rightarrow e \nu \) candidates are selected by requiring: a missing transverse energy greater than 25 GeV (corresponding to the undetected neutrino); an opening azimuthal angle larger than 2.5 radians between the missing transverse energy vector and any energetic jets \( (E_T > 15 \text{ GeV}) \) in the event; an electron transverse isolation energy in a cone of radius 0.4 in the \( \eta - \phi \) space smaller than 0.3 times the electron transverse momentum; and a track, associated to the electron, that passes track-quality cuts, such as the minimum requirement on the measured transition-radiation in the transition-radiation tracker and the requirement of the presence of hits in the silicon trackers. These selection criteria, which do not rely on the shape of the electron shower in the calorimeter, are sufficient to select a \( W \rightarrow e \nu \) sample with a purity (measured using a calorimeter isolation technique similar to that described in Sec. 6.1 of Ref. [50]) greater than 95%. The identification efficiency of converted photons is taken from the efficiency for selected electrons to pass the tight photon selection criteria. This approximation is expected to hold to within 3\% from studies of simulated samples of converted isolated prompt photons and of isolated electrons from W decays. For unconverted photons, the electrons in data are used to infer shower-shape corrections. These corrections are then applied to unconverted photons in simulation, in order to calculate the unconverted photon efficiency from Monte Carlo. The results from the electron extrapolation method are consistent with those from the simulation, with worse precision due to the limited statistics of the selected electron sample.

### C. Trigger efficiency

The efficiency of the calorimeter trigger, relative to the photon reconstruction and identification selection, is defined as the probability for a true prompt photon, passing the tight photon identification criteria and with \( E_T^{\gamma} < 3 \text{ GeV} \), to pass the trigger selection. It is estimated in two steps. First, using a prescaled sample of minimum-bias triggers, the efficiency of a lower threshold \((\approx 3.5 \text{ GeV})\) level-1 calorimeter trigger is determined. The measured efficiency of this trigger is 100\% for all photon candidates.

### TABLE I. Isolated prompt photon identification efficiency in the intervals of the photon pseudorapidity and transverse energy under study.

| \( E_T^{\gamma} \) [GeV] | 0.00 ≤ |\( \eta' \)| ≤ 0.60 | 0.60 ≤ |\( \eta' \)| ≤ 1.37 | 1.52 ≤ |\( \eta' \)| ≤ 1.81 |
|------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| [15, 20)                | 63.3 ± 6.6     | 63.5 ± 6.9     | 72.2 ± 8.4     |
| [20, 25)                | 73.5 ± 6.1     | 73.5 ± 6.8     | 81.6 ± 8.3     |
| [25, 30)                | 80.2 ± 5.4     | 80.8 ± 5.7     | 86.7 ± 6.6     |
| [30, 35)                | 85.5 ± 4.5     | 85.3 ± 4.8     | 90.4 ± 5.9     |
| [35, 40)                | 85.2 ± 3.9     | 89.3 ± 4.3     | 92.3 ± 5.0     |
| [40, 50)                | 89.2 ± 3.3     | 92.1 ± 3.6     | 93.5 ± 4.6     |
| [50, 60)                | 91.3 ± 3.1     | 94.1 ± 2.8     | 93.9 ± 3.6     |
| [60, 100)               | 92.2 ± 2.6     | 94.8 ± 2.6     | 94.2 ± 2.9     |
candidates with reconstructed $E_T^\gamma > 15$ GeV passing tight identification criteria. Then, the efficiency of the high-level trigger is measured using the sample of events that pass the level-1 calorimeter trigger with the 3.5 GeV threshold.

The trigger efficiency for reconstructed photon candidates passing tight selection criteria, isolated and with $E_T^\gamma > 15$ GeV is found to be $\varepsilon_{\text{trig}} = (99.5 \pm 0.5)\%$, constant within uncertainties over the full $E_T$ and $\eta$ ranges under study. The quoted uncertainty is obtained from the estimation of the possible bias introduced by using photon candidates from data, which are a mixture of signal and background photon candidates. Using Monte Carlo samples the absolute difference of the trigger efficiency for a pure signal sample and for a pure background sample is found to be smaller than 0.5% for isolated tight photon candidates with $E_T^\gamma > 15$ GeV.

A comparison between the high-level trigger efficiency in data and in the background predicted by the simulation is shown in Fig. 4.

VII. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION AND SIGNAL YIELD DETERMINATION

A non-negligible residual contribution of background candidates is expected in the selected photon sample, even after the application of the tight identification and isolation requirements. Two methods are used to estimate the background contribution from data and to measure the prompt photon signal yield. The first one is used for the final cross section measurement, while the second one is used as a cross-check of the former. All estimates are made separately for each region of pseudorapidity and transverse energy.

A. Isolation vs identification sideband counting method

The first technique for measuring the prompt photon yield uses the number of photon candidates observed in the sidebands of a two-dimensional distribution to estimate the amount of background in the signal region. The two dimensions are defined by the transverse isolation energy $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ on one axis, and the photon identification ($\gamma_{\text{ID}}$) of the photon candidate on the other axis. On the isolation axis, the signal region contains photon candidates with $E_T^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV, while the sideband contains photon candidates with $E_T^{\gamma} > 5$ GeV. On the other axis, photon candidates passing the tight identification criteria (tight candidates) belong to the $\gamma_{\text{ID}}$ signal region, while those that fail the tight identification criteria but pass a background-enriching selection (“nontight” candidates) belong to the $\gamma_{\text{ID}}$ sideband. The nontight selection requires photon candidates to fail at least one of a subset of the photon tight identification criteria, but to pass all criteria not in that subset. All the shower-shape variables based on the energy measurement in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter are used to define the background-enriching selection, with the exception of $w_{\text{iso}}$, since it is found to be significantly correlated with the $E_T^{\gamma}$ of background photon candidates, while the photon yield measurement relies on the assumption of negligible (or small) correlations between the transverse isolation energy and the shower-shape quantities used to define the background-enriching selection.

The signal region (region “A”) is therefore defined by photon candidates passing the tight photon identification criteria and having experimental $E_T^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV. The three background control regions consist of photon candidates either:

(i) passing the tight photon identification criteria but having experimental $E_T^{\gamma} > 5$ GeV (region “B”)

(ii) having $E_T^{\gamma} < 3$ GeV and passing the background-enriching identification criteria (region “C”)

(iii) having $E_T^{\gamma} > 5$ GeV and passing the background-enriching identification criteria (region “D”).

A sketch of the two-dimensional plane and of the signal and background control region definitions is shown in Fig. 5.

The method assumes that the signal contamination in the three background control regions is small, and that the isolation profile in the nontight regions is the same as that of the background in the tight regions. If these assumptions hold, then the number of background candidates in the signal region can be calculated by taking the ratio of candidates in the two nontight regions ($N_C/N_D$), and multiplying it by the number of candidates in the tight, nonisolated region ($N_B$). The number of isolated prompt photons passing the tight identification criteria is therefore:

$$N_A^{\text{sig}} = N_A - N_B \frac{N_C}{N_D},$$

where $N_A$ is the observed number of photon candidates in the signal region.
where the photon purities is typically less than 5%. The total effect of these corrections on the measured signal is 14%, decreasing with the photon fractions extracted from simulation. Typical values for candidate transverse energy; for are between 3% and 17%, increasing with the photon.

The assumption that the signal contamination in the background control regions is small is checked using prompt photon MC samples. As the number of signal events in the background control regions is always positive and nonzero, corrections are applied to limit the effects on the final result. For this purpose, Eq. (1) is modified in the following way:

$$N_A^{\text{sig}} = N_A - \left( N_B - c_B N_A^{\text{sig}} \right) \left( \frac{N_C - c_C N_A^{\text{sig}}}{N_D - c_D N_A^{\text{sig}}} \right), \tag{2}$$

where $c_K \equiv \frac{N_K^{\text{obs}}}{N_A}$ (for $K \in \{B, C, D\}$) are the signal leakage fractions extracted from simulation. Typical values for $c_B$ are between 3% and 17%, increasing with the photon candidate transverse energy; for $c_C$, between 2% and 14%, decreasing with $E_T$. $c_D$ is always less than 2%. The total effect of these corrections on the measured signal photon purities is typically less than 5%.

The isolated prompt photon fraction measured with this method, as a function of the photon reconstructed transverse energy, is shown in Fig. 6. The numbers of isolated prompt photon candidates measured in each pseudorapidity and transverse energy interval are also reported in Table II. The systematic uncertainties on the measured prompt photon yield and fraction in the selected sample are described in Sec. IX B.

### B. Isolation template fit method

The second method relies on a binned maximum likelihood fit to the $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ distribution of photon candidates selected in data which pass the tight identification criteria. The distribution is fit to the sum of a signal template and a background template, determined from control samples extracted from data. This is similar to the technique employed in [20], but relies less on simulation for signal and background templates. The signal template is determined from the $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ distribution of electrons from $W$ and $Z$

### TABLE II. Observed number of isolated prompt photons in the photon transverse energy and pseudorapidity intervals under study. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is the systematic uncertainty, evaluated as described in Sec. IX B.

| $E_T^{\gamma}$ [GeV] | $0.00 \leq |\eta^{\gamma}| < 0.60$ | $0.60 \leq |\eta^{\gamma}| < 1.37$ | $1.52 \leq |\eta^{\gamma}| < 1.81$ |
|----------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| [15, 20) | $(119 \pm 3^{+12}_{-20}) \times 10^2$ | $(130 \pm 4^{+20}_{-11}) \times 10^2$ | $(72 \pm 2^{+13}_{-7}) \times 10^2$ |
| [20, 25) | $(501 \pm 12^{+70}_{-53}) \times 10^1$ | $(578 \pm 18^{+123}_{-45}) \times 10^1$ | $(304 \pm 10^{+40}_{-23}) \times 10^1$ |
| [25, 30) | $(260 \pm 7^{+20}_{-21}) \times 10^1$ | $(306 \pm 10^{+46}_{-18}) \times 10^1$ | $(135 \pm 6^{+10}_{-6}) \times 10^1$ |
| [30, 35) | $(146 \pm 5^{+19}_{-6}) \times 10^1$ | $(160 \pm 6^{+19}_{-9}) \times 10^1$ | $(73 \pm 4^{+9}_{-8}) \times 10^1$ |
| [35, 40) | $(82 \pm 4^{+7}_{-4}) \times 10^1$ | $(102 \pm 4^{+9}_{-7}) \times 10^1$ | $(44 \pm 3^{+15}_{-14}) \times 10^1$ |
| [40, 50) | $(77 \pm 3^{+5}_{-4}) \times 10^1$ | $(98 \pm 4^{+7}_{-6}) \times 10^1$ | $(38 \pm 2^{+3}_{-2}) \times 10^1$ |
| [50, 60) | $(329 \pm 20^{+17}_{-14}) \times 10^0$ | $(420 \pm 20^{+30}_{-20}) \times 10^0$ | $(147 \pm 16^{+17}_{-12}) \times 10^0$ |
| [60, 100) | $(329 \pm 20^{+19}_{-15}) \times 10^0$ | $(370 \pm 20^{+30}_{-20}) \times 10^0$ | $(154 \pm 12^{+12}_{-8}) \times 10^0$ |
Electrons from \( W \) decays are required to fulfill tight selection criteria on the shapes of their showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter and to pass track-quality requirements, including the presence of transition-radiation hits. They must also be accompanied by \( E_{T}^{miss} \), the electron-\( E_{T}^{miss} \) system must have a transverse mass larger than 40 GeV. Electrons from \( Z \) decays are selected with looser criteria, but the pair must have an invariant mass close to the \( Z \) mass. A single signal template is constructed for each region in \(|\eta|\), exploiting the independence of \( E_{T}^{iso} \) from the transverse energy of the object (after applying the corrections described in Sec. V C) to maximize the available statistics.

A small bias is expected due to differences between the electron and photon \( E_{T}^{iso} \) distributions, especially in regions where there is significant material upstream of the calorimeter. A shift of the signal template is applied to the electron distributions extracted from data to compensate for the differences between electrons and photons seen in simulation. This shift, computed using simulated photon and electron samples, increases from 100 MeV to 600 MeV with increasing \(|\eta|\).

The background template is extracted from data for each \((E_{T}, |\eta|)\) bin, using the same reverse-cuts procedure as in the two-dimensional sideband technique. A simulation-based correction, typically of the order of 3\%–4\%, is applied to the final photon fraction to account for a signal which leaks into the background template. The fit is performed in each region of \(|\eta|\) for the individual bins in transverse energy, and the signal yield and fraction are extracted. An example of such a fit is shown in Fig. 7. The results from this alternative technique are in good agreement with those from the simpler counting method described in the previous subsection, with differences typically smaller than 2\% and within the systematic uncertainties that are uncorrelated between the two methods.

\section{Electron background subtraction}

The background of prompt electrons misidentified as photons needs also to be considered. The dominant electron production mechanisms are semileptonic hadron decays (mostly from hadrons containing heavy flavor quarks) and decays of electroweak bosons (the largest contribution being from \( W \) decays). Electrons from the former are often produced in association with jets, and have \( E_{T}^{iso} \) profiles similar to the dominant backgrounds from light mesons. They are therefore taken into account and subtracted using the two-dimensional sideband technique described in Sec. VII A. Conversely, electrons from \( W \) and \( Z \) decays have \( E_{T}^{iso} \) profiles that are similar to those of signal photons. The contribution of this background to the signal yield computed in Sec. VII A needs therefore to be removed before the final measurement of the cross section.

The fraction of electrons reconstructed as photon candidates is estimated from the data, as a function of the electron transverse energy and pseudorapidity, using a control sample of \( Z \to e^+e^- \) decays. The average electron misidentification probability is around 8\%. Using the \( W \to e\nu \) and \( Z \to ee \) cross section times branching ratio measured by ATLAS in \( pp \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 7 \) TeV \cite{50}, the estimated fraction of photon candidates due to isolated electron production mechanisms is found to be on average \( \sim 0.5\% \), varying significantly with transverse energy. A maximum contamination of \((2.5\% \pm 0.8\%)\) is estimated for transverse energies between 40 and 50 GeV, due to the kinematic distribution of electrons from \( W \) and \( Z \) decays. The uncertainties on these estimates are less than 1\% of the photon yield.

\section{Cross section measurement}

The differential cross section is measured by computing:

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{dE_T^\gamma} = \frac{N_{yield}U}{(\int L\,dt)\Delta E_T^\gamma e_{\text{trigger}}e_{\text{reco}}e_{\text{ID}}}. \tag{3}
\]

The observed signal yield \((N_{yield})\) is divided by the widths of the \( E_T \)-intervals \((\Delta E_T^\gamma)\) and by the product of the photon identification efficiency \((e_{\text{ID}})\), determined in Sec. VII B) and of the trigger efficiency relative to photon candidates passing the identification criteria \((e_{\text{trigger}})\), determined in Sec. VI C). The spectrum obtained this way, which depends on the reconstructed transverse energy of the photon candidates, is then corrected for detector energy resolution and energy scale effects using bin-by-bin correction factors (the “unfolding coefficients” \( U \)) evaluated using simulated samples. The corrected spectrum, which is then a function of the true photon energy, is divided by the photon reconstruction efficiency \( e_{\text{reco}} \) (Sec. VI A) and by the integrated luminosity of the data sample, \( \int L\,dt \).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure7.png}
\caption{(color online). Example of a fit to extract the fraction of prompt photons using the isolation template technique in the region \(0 \leq |\eta| < 0.6\) and \(35 < E_T < 40\) GeV. The signal template is derived from electrons selected from \( W \) or \( Z \) decays, and is shown with a dashed line. The background template is derived from a background-enriched sample, and is represented by a dotted line. The estimated photon fraction is 0.85 and its statistical uncertainty is 0.01.}
\end{figure}
The unfolding coefficients are evaluated from the ratio of the true to reconstructed $E_T$ distributions of photon candidates, using PYTHIA isolated prompt photon simulated samples. This procedure is justified by the small bin-to-bin migrations (typically of the order of a few %) that are expected, given the good electromagnetic calorimeter energy resolution compared to the width of the transverse energy intervals used in this analysis (between 5 and 40 GeV). The values of the unfolding coefficients are slightly higher than 1 and decrease as a function of $E_T$, approaching 1. They differ from 1 by less than 2% in the $|\eta|$ region between 0.0 and 0.6, and by less than 5%–7% in the other two $|\eta|$ regions, where more material upstream of the electromagnetic calorimeter is present.

**IX. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES**

Several sources of systematic uncertainties on the cross section are identified and evaluated as described in the following sections. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by combining the various contributions, taking into account their correlations: uncorrelated uncertainties are summed in quadrature while a linear sum of correlated uncertainties is performed.

**A. Reconstruction, identification, trigger efficiencies**

The systematic uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency from the experimental isolation requirement is evaluated from the prompt photon simulation varying the value of the isolation criterion by the average difference (of the order of 500 MeV) observed for electrons from $W$ and $Z$ decays in simulation and data. It is 2.5% in the pseudorapidity regions covered by the barrel calorimeter and 4.5% in the end-caps.

The systematic uncertainty on the identification efficiency due to the photon shower-shape corrections is divided into two parts. The first term evaluates the impact of treating the differences between the distributions of the shower-shape variables in data and simulation as an average shift. This uncertainty is evaluated in the following way:

(i) A modified description of the detector material is used to produce a second sample of simulated photon candidates. These candidates have different shower-shape distributions, due to the different amount of material upstream of and within the calorimeter. This alternative model contains an additional 10% of material in the inactive volumes of the inner detector and 10% of a radiation length in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter. This model is estimated to represent a conservative upper limit of the additional detector material that is not accounted for by the nominal simulation.

(ii) The correction procedure is applied to the nominal simulation to estimate the differences between the nominal and the alternative simulation. The shifts between the discriminating variable distributions in the nominal and the alternative simulation are evaluated, and are used to correct the shower-shape variable distributions of the nominal simulation.

(iii) The photon efficiency from the nominal simulation is recomputed after applying these corrections, and compared with the efficiency obtained from the alternative simulation.

The difference between the efficiency estimated from the nominal simulation (after applying the corrections) and the efficiency measured directly in the alternative sample (with no corrections) ranges from 3% at $E_T^\gamma \sim 20$ GeV to less than 1% at $E_T^\gamma \sim 80$ GeV.

The second part of the systematic uncertainty on the identification efficiency accounts for the uncertainty on the extracted shower-shape correction factors. The correction factors were extracted by comparing tight photons in data and simulation; to evaluate the uncertainty associated with this choice, the same correction factors are extracted using loose photons. The difference in the final efficiency when applying the tight corrections and the loose corrections is then taken as the uncertainty. This uncertainty drops from 4% to 1% with increasing $E_T^\gamma$.

Additional systematic uncertainties that may affect both the reconstruction and the identification efficiencies are evaluated simultaneously for the product of the two, to take into account possible correlations. These sources of uncertainty include the amount of material upstream of the calorimeter; the impact of pile-up; the relative fraction of direct and fragmentation photons in data with respect to simulation; the misidentification of a converted photon as unconverted; the difference between the PYTHIA and HERWIG simulation models; the impact of a sporadic faulty calibration of the cell energies in the electromagnetic calorimeter; and the imperfect simulation of acceptance losses due to inoperative readout links in the calorimeter.

Of all the uncertainties which contribute to this measurement, the largest ones come from the uncertainty on the amount of material upstream of the calorimeter (absolute uncertainties ranging between 1% and 8% and are larger at low $E_T^\gamma$), and from the uncertainty on the identification efficiency due to the photon shower-shape corrections (the absolute uncertainties are in the range 1%–5%, and are larger at low $E_T^\gamma$).

The uncertainty on the trigger efficiency, evaluated as described in Sec. VIIC, is 0.5% and is nearly negligible compared to all other sources.

**B. Signal yield estimates**

The following sources of systematic uncertainties affecting the accuracy of the signal yield measurement using the two-dimensional sideband technique are considered.

1. **Background isolation control region definition**

The signal yield is evaluated after changing the isolation control region definition. The minimum value of $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ re-
quired for candidates in the nonisolated control regions, which is set to 5 GeV in the nominal measurement, is changed to 4 and 6 GeV. This check is sensitive to uncertainties in the contribution of prompt photons from QED radiation from quarks; these photons are less isolated than those originating from the hard process. Alternative measurements are also performed where a maximum value of $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ is set to 10 or 15 GeV for candidates in the nonisolated control regions, in order to reduce the correlation between the isolation variable and the shower-shape distributions seen in simulated events for candidates belonging to the upper tail of the isolation distribution. The largest positive and negative variations of the signal yield with respect to the nominal result are taken as systematic uncertainties. The signal photon fraction changes by at most $\pm 2\%$ in all the transverse energy and pseudorapidity intervals.

2. Background photon identification control region definition

The measurement is repeated reversing the tight identification criteria on a number of strip variables ranging between two (only $F_{\text{side}}$ and $w_{y3}$) and five (all the variables based on the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter). The largest positive and negative variations of the signal yield (with respect to the nominal result) from these three alternative measurements are taken as systematic uncertainties. The effect on the signal photon fraction decreases with increasing photon transverse energy, and is around 10% for $E_T^\gamma$ between 15 and 20 GeV.

3. Signal leakage into the photon identification background control region

From the photon identification efficiency studies, an upper limit of 5% is set on the uncertainty on the fraction $c_C$ of signal photons passing all the tight photon identification criteria except those used to define the photon identification control region. The signal yields in each $E_T^\gamma$, $|\eta^\gamma|$ interval are thus measured again after varying the estimated signal contamination in the photon identification control regions ($c_C$ and $c_D/c_B$) by this uncertainty, and the difference with the nominal result is taken as a systematic uncertainty. The signal fraction variations are always below 6%.

4. Signal leakage into the isolation background control region

The fractions $c_B$ and $c_D$ of signal photons contaminating the isolation control regions depend on the relative amount of direct and fragmentation photons in the signal selected in a certain $E_T^\gamma$, $|\eta^\gamma|$ interval, since the latter are characterized by larger nearby activity, and therefore usually have slightly larger transverse isolation energies. In the nominal measurement, the values of $c_B$ and $c_D$ are computed with the relative fractions of direct and fragmentation photons predicted by PYTHIA. A systematic uncertainty is assigned by repeating the measurement after varying these fractions between 0% and 100%. The measured signal photon fraction varies by less than 5%.

5. Signal photon simulation

The signal yield is estimated using samples of prompt photons simulated with HERWIG instead of PYTHIA to determine the fraction of signal leaking into the three background control regions. The variations of the signal photon fractions in each $E_T^\gamma$, $|\eta^\gamma|$ interval are below 2%.

6. Correlations between the isolation and the photon identification variables for background candidates

Non-negligible correlations between the isolation variable and the photon identification quantities would affect Eq. (2): the true number of isolated tight prompt photon candidates would be

$$N_A^\text{sig} = N_A - R_{bkg}^\text{sig}(N_B - c_B N_A^\text{sig}) \frac{(N_C - c_C N_A^\text{sig})}{(N_D - c_D N_A^\text{sig})}$$

(4)

where $R_{bkg}^\text{sig}$ would then be different from unity. The simulation of background events shows a small but non-negligible correlation between the isolation and the discriminating shower-shape variables used to define the photon identification signal and background control regions. The signal yields are therefore recomputed with the formula in Eq. (4), using for $R_{bkg}^\text{sig}$ the value predicted by the PYTHIA background simulation, and compared with the nominal results. The effect is smaller than 0.6% in the $|\eta^\gamma| < 1.37$ intervals and around 3.6% for $1.52 \leq |\eta^\gamma| < 1.81$.

7. Transverse isolation energy corrections

The effects of the $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ correction for the underlying event on the estimated signal yield are also investigated. The impact of this correction is evaluated by estimating the signal yield, with and without the correction applied, for events with only one reconstructed primary vertex (to eliminate any effects of pile-up). The estimated signal yields using the uncorrected values of $E_T^{\text{iso}}$, normalized to the yields derived using the corrected values, show no trend in $E_T^\gamma$ or $\eta$. Furthermore, the impact on the cross section of the event-by-event corrections is equivalent to that of an average correction of 540 MeV applied to the transverse isolation energies of all photon candidates. Similar studies in PYTHIA and HERWIG MC yield identical results.

C. Unfolding coefficients

The unfolding coefficients used to correct the measured cross section for $E_T$ bin-by-bin migrations are computed
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1. Energy scale uncertainty

The uncertainty on the energy scale was estimated to be ±3% in test beam studies [51], and is confirmed to be below this value from the comparison of the $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ invariant mass peak in data and Monte Carlo. The unfolding coefficients are thus recomputed using simulated signal events where the true photon energy is shifted by ±3%. The coefficients change by ±10%. This uncertainty introduces a relative uncertainty of about 10% on the measured cross section which is fully correlated between the different $E_T$ intervals within each pseudorapidity range.

2. Energy resolution uncertainty

The uncertainty on the energy resolution may affect bin-by-bin migrations between adjacent $E_T$ bins. Test beam studies indicate that the sampling terms of the resolution in data and simulation have a relative difference within 20%. Furthermore, studies of the $Z \rightarrow e^+e^-$ invariant mass distribution in data indicate that the constant term of the calorimeter energy resolution is below 1.5% in the barrel and 3.0% in the end-cap (it is 0.7% in the simulation). The unfolding coefficients are thus recomputed after smearing the reconstructed energy of simulated photons to take into account a 20% relative increase of the sampling term and a constant term of 1.5% in the barrel and 3.0% in the end-cap. The resulting variation of the unfolding coefficients is always less than 1%. The uncertainty arising from non-gaussian tails of the energy resolution function is estimated by recomputing the coefficients using a prompt photon simulation where a significant amount of material is added to the detector model. The variations of the unfolding coefficients are smaller than 1% in all the pseudorapidity and transverse energy intervals under study.

3. Simulated photon transverse energy distribution

The unfolding coefficients, computed in $E_T^\gamma$ intervals of non-negligible size, depend on the initial $E_T^\gamma$ distribution predicted by PYTHIA. An alternative unfolding technique [52] is therefore used, which relies on the repeated application of Bayes’ theorem to iteratively obtain an improved estimate of the unfolded spectrum. This technique relies less on the simulated original $E_T$ distribution of the prompt photons. The differences between the cross-sections estimated using the bin-by-bin unfolding and the iterative Bayesian unfolding are within 2%, and are taken into account as an additional systematic uncertainty.

D. Luminosity

The integrated luminosity is determined for each run by measuring interaction rates using several ATLAS subdetectors at small angles to the beam line, with the absolute calibration obtained from beam position scans [53]. The relative systematic uncertainty on the luminosity measurement is estimated to be 11% and translates directly into an 11% relative uncertainty on the cross section.

X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured inclusive isolated prompt photon production cross sections $d\sigma/dE_T^\gamma$ are shown in Fig. 8–10. They are presented as a function of the photon transverse energy, for each of the three considered pseudorapidity intervals. They are also presented in tabular form in Appendix B. The measurements extend from $E_T^\gamma = 15$ GeV to $E_T^\gamma = 100$ GeV spanning almost 3 orders of magnitude. The data are compared to NLO pQCD calculations, obtained with the JETPHOX program as described in Sec. IV. The error bars on the data points represent the combination of the statistical and systematic uncertainties (summed in quadrature): systematic uncertainties dominate over the whole considered kinematic range. The contribution from the luminosity uncertainty (11%) is shown separately (dotted bands) as it represents a possible global offset of all the measurements. The total systematic uncertainties on the theoretical predictions are represented with a solid band. They are obtained by summing in quadrature the contributions from the scale uncertainty, the PDF uncertainty (at 68% C.L.) and the uncertainty associated with the choice of the parton-level isolation criterion. The same quantities are also shown, in the bottom panels of Fig. 8–10, after having been normalized to the expected NLO pQCD cross sections.

In general, the theoretical predictions agree with the measured cross sections for $E_T^\gamma > 25$ GeV. For lower $E_T^\gamma$,
and in the two pseudorapidity regions $|\eta| < 0.6$ and $0.6 \leq |\eta| < 1.37$, the cross section predicted by JETPHOX is larger than that measured in data. Such low transverse energies at the LHC correspond to extremely small values of $x_T = 2E_T^\gamma / \sqrt{s}$, where NLO theoretical predictions are less accurate. In such a regime the appropriate values of the different scales are not clearly defined, and the uncertainties associated with these scales in the theoretical predictions may not be well modeled by simple variations of any one scale about the default value of $E_T^\gamma$ [54]. As the low-$E_T^\gamma$ region is where the fragmentation component has the most significant contribution to the total cross section, the total uncertainty associated with the NLO predictions at low $E_T^\gamma$ may be underestimated.

**XI. CONCLUSION**

The inclusive isolated prompt photon production cross section in $pp$ collisions at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV has been measured using 880 nb$^{-1}$ of $pp$ collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider.

The differential cross section has been measured as a function of the prompt photon transverse energy between 15 and 100 GeV, in the three pseudorapidity intervals $|\eta| < 0.6$, $0.6 \leq |\eta| < 1.37$ and $1.52 \leq |\eta| < 1.81$, estimating the background from the selected photon sample and using the photon identification efficiency measurement described in this paper. The photon identification using the fine granularity of the calorimeters. A photon isolation criterion is used, after an in situ subtraction of the effects of the underlying event that may also be applied to theoretical predictions.

The observed cross sections rapidly decrease as a function of the increasing photon transverse energy, spanning almost 3 orders of magnitude. The precision of the measurement is limited by its systematic uncertainty, which receives important contributions from the energy scale uncertainty, the luminosity, the photon identification efficiency, and the uncertainty on the residual background contamination in the selected photon sample.

The NLO pQCD predictions agree with the observed cross sections for transverse energies greater than 25 GeV, while for transverse energies below 25 GeV the cross sections predicted by JETPHOX are higher than measured. However, the precision of this comparison below 25 GeV is limited by large systematic uncertainties on the measurement and on the theoretical predictions at such low values of $x_T = 2E_T^\gamma / \sqrt{s}$.

The measured prompt photon production cross section is more than a factor of 30 larger than that measured at the Tevatron, and a factor of $10^4$ larger than for photoproduction at HERA, assuming a similar kinematic range in transverse energy and pseudorapidity. This will allow the extension of the measurement up to energies in the TeV range after only a few years of data-taking at the LHC.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF PHOTON IDENTIFICATION DISCRIMINATING VARIABLES

In this Appendix, the quantities used in the selection of photon candidates, based on the reconstructed energy depositions in the ATLAS calorimeters, are summarized.

1. Leakage in the hadronic calorimeter
   The following discriminating variable is defined, based on the energy deposited in the hadronic calorimeter:
   \( R_{\text{had}} = \frac{E_{\text{T, had}}}{E_{\text{T}}} \)  
   (A1)
   is the total transverse energy \( E_{\text{T, had}} \) deposited in the hadronic calorimeter, normalized to the total transverse energy \( E_{\text{T}} \) of the photon candidate.

In the \( |\eta| \) interval between 0.8 and 1.37 the energy deposited in the whole hadronic calorimeter is used, while in the other pseudorapidity intervals only the leakage in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter is used.

2. Variables using the second (“middle”) layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter
   The discriminating variables based on the energy deposited in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter are the following:
   \( \eta \)
   \( \phi \)
   (a) Middle \( \eta \) energy ratio
   \[ R_{\eta} = \frac{E_{3X7}^{\text{ES}}} {E_{7X7}^{\text{ES}}} \]  
   (A2)
   is the ratio between the sum \( E_{3X7}^{\text{ES}} \) of the energies of the second layer cells of the electromagnetic calorimeter contained in a 3 \( \times \) 7 rectangle in \( \eta \times \phi \) (measured in cell units), and the sum \( E_{7X7}^{\text{ES}} \) of the energies in a 7 \( \times \) 7 rectangle, both centered around the cluster seed.

(b) Middle \( \phi \) energy ratio
   \[ R_{\phi} = \frac{E_{3X3}^{\text{ES}}}{E_{3X7}^{\text{ES}}} \]  
   (A3)
   is defined similarly to \( R_{\eta} \). \( R_{\phi} \) behaves very differently for unconverted and converted photons, since the electrons and positrons generated by the latter bend in different directions in \( \phi \) because of the solenoid magnetic field, producing larger showers in the \( \phi \) direction than the unconverted photons.

(c) Middle lateral width
   \[ w_2 = \frac{\sqrt{\sum E_i \eta_i^2 - \left( \frac{\sum E_i \eta_i}{\sum E_i} \right)^2}}{\sum E_i} \]  
   (A4)
   measures the shower lateral width in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter, using all cells in a window \( \eta \times \phi = 3 \times 5 \) measured in cell units.

3. Variables using the first (“front”) layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter
   The discriminating variables based on the energy deposited in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter are the following:
   \( \eta \)
   \( \phi \)
   (a) Front side energy ratio
   \[ F_{\text{side}} = \frac{E(\pm 3) - E(\pm 1)}{E(\pm 1)} \]  
   (A5)
   measures the lateral containment of the shower, along the \( \eta \) direction. \( E(\pm n) \) is the energy in the \( \pm n \) strip cells around the one with the largest energy.

(b) Front lateral width (3 strips)
   \[ w_{x,3} = \frac{\sqrt{\sum E_i (i - i_{\text{max}})^2}}{\sum E_i} \]  
   (A6)
   measures the shower width along \( \eta \) in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter, using two strip cells around the maximal energy deposit. The index \( i \) is the strip identification number, \( i_{\text{max}} \) identifies the strip cells with the greatest energy, \( E_i \) is the energy deposit in each strip cell.

(c) Front lateral width (total)
   \( w_{x,\text{tot}} \) measures the shower width along \( \eta \) in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter using all
TABLE III. The measured isolated prompt photon production cross section, for 0.00 ≤ |ηγ| < 0.60. The systematic uncertainties originating from the purity measurement, the photon selection, the photon energy scale, the unfolding procedure and the luminosity are shown. The total uncertainty includes both the statistical and all systematic uncertainties, except for the uncertainty on the luminosity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15, 20</td>
<td>5.24 ± 0.11</td>
<td>+0.12</td>
<td>±0.81</td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>±0.58</td>
<td>±1.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>±1.4</td>
<td>±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 25</td>
<td>1.88 ± 0.05</td>
<td>+0.13</td>
<td>±0.21</td>
<td>±0.14</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>±0.21</td>
<td>±0.36</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>±0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 30</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.03</td>
<td>+0.19</td>
<td>±0.08</td>
<td>±0.08</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±0.10</td>
<td>±0.15</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 35</td>
<td>0.461 ± 0.016</td>
<td>+0.017</td>
<td>±0.019</td>
<td>±0.027</td>
<td>±0.005</td>
<td>±0.028</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td>±0.28</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 40</td>
<td>0.254 ± 0.011</td>
<td>+0.016</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
<td>±0.009</td>
<td>±0.0023</td>
<td>±0.013</td>
<td>±0.017</td>
<td>±0.127</td>
<td>±0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40, 50</td>
<td>0.115 ± 0.005</td>
<td>+0.008</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
<td>±0.009</td>
<td>±0.0003</td>
<td>±0.001</td>
<td>±0.008</td>
<td>±0.008</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50, 60</td>
<td>0.050 ± 0.003</td>
<td>+0.006</td>
<td>±0.003</td>
<td>±0.0008</td>
<td>±0.001</td>
<td>±0.0002</td>
<td>±0.0018</td>
<td>±0.052</td>
<td>±0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, 100</td>
<td>0.0120 ± 0.0007</td>
<td>+0.0005</td>
<td>±0.0006</td>
<td>±0.0012</td>
<td>±0.0002</td>
<td>±0.0013</td>
<td>±0.0018</td>
<td>±0.0121</td>
<td>±0.0012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. The measured isolated prompt photon production cross section, for 0.60 ≤ |ηγ| < 1.37. The systematic uncertainties originating from the purity measurement, the photon selection, the photon energy scale, the unfolding procedure and the luminosity are shown. The total uncertainty includes both the statistical and all systematic uncertainties, except for the uncertainty on the luminosity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15, 20</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>±1.0</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
<td>±0.6</td>
<td>+2.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 25</td>
<td>2.23 ± 0.07</td>
<td>+0.49</td>
<td>±0.28</td>
<td>±0.16</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td>±0.24</td>
<td>±0.24</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 30</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.03</td>
<td>+0.16</td>
<td>±0.10</td>
<td>±0.10</td>
<td>±0.021</td>
<td>±0.12</td>
<td>±0.19</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>+0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 35</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.02</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
<td>±0.06</td>
<td>±0.11</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>+0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 40</td>
<td>0.313 ± 0.014</td>
<td>+0.029</td>
<td>±0.024</td>
<td>±0.035</td>
<td>±0.006</td>
<td>±0.034</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>±0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40, 50</td>
<td>0.146 ± 0.006</td>
<td>+0.014</td>
<td>±0.009</td>
<td>±0.013</td>
<td>±0.003</td>
<td>±0.016</td>
<td>±0.025</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>±0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50, 60</td>
<td>0.062 ± 0.004</td>
<td>+0.005</td>
<td>±0.003</td>
<td>±0.006</td>
<td>±0.001</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
<td>±0.010</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>±0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, 100</td>
<td>0.0138 ± 0.0008</td>
<td>+0.0013</td>
<td>±0.0007</td>
<td>±0.0014</td>
<td>±0.0003</td>
<td>±0.0015</td>
<td>±0.0025</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
<td>±0.0015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V. The measured isolated prompt photon production cross section, for 1.52 ≤ |ηγ| < 1.81. The systematic uncertainties originating from the purity measurement, the photon selection, the photon energy scale, the unfolding procedure and the luminosity are shown. The total uncertainty includes both the statistical and all systematic uncertainties, except for the uncertainty on the luminosity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15, 20</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>±0.3</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td>±0.3</td>
<td>+1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20, 25</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.04</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
<td>±0.16</td>
<td>±0.08</td>
<td>±0.02</td>
<td>±0.12</td>
<td>±0.24</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>+0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 30</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.02</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
<td>±0.08</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
<td>±0.07</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 35</td>
<td>0.240 ± 0.013</td>
<td>+0.016</td>
<td>±0.023</td>
<td>±0.012</td>
<td>±0.005</td>
<td>±0.026</td>
<td>±0.045</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>±0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 40</td>
<td>0.142 ± 0.009</td>
<td>+0.010</td>
<td>±0.012</td>
<td>±0.014</td>
<td>±0.0032</td>
<td>±0.016</td>
<td>±0.030</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>±0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40, 50</td>
<td>0.062 ± 0.004</td>
<td>+0.005</td>
<td>±0.005</td>
<td>±0.004</td>
<td>±0.0013</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
<td>±0.010</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>±0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50, 60</td>
<td>0.0237 ± 0.0025</td>
<td>+0.0028</td>
<td>±0.0019</td>
<td>±0.0024</td>
<td>±0.0005</td>
<td>±0.003</td>
<td>±0.0013</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
<td>±0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, 100</td>
<td>0.0066 ± 0.0005</td>
<td>+0.0005</td>
<td>±0.0005</td>
<td>±0.0007</td>
<td>±0.0007</td>
<td>±0.0007</td>
<td>±0.0007</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>±0.0006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cells in a window $\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi = 0.0625 \times 0.2$, corresponding approximately to $20 \times 2$ strip cells in $\eta \times \phi$, and is computed as $w_{i,3}$.

(d) **Front second maximum difference.**

$$\Delta E = [E_{2n,\text{max}}^{SI} - E_{\text{min}}^{SI}]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A7)

is the difference between the energy of the strip cell with the second greatest energy $E_{2n,\text{max}}^{SI}$ and the energy in the strip cell with the least energy found between the greatest and the second greatest energy $E_{\text{min}}^{SI}$ ($\Delta E = 0$ when there is no second maximum).

(e) **Front maxima relative ratio**

$$E_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{E_{1\text{max}}^{SI} - E_{2\text{max}}^{SI}}{E_{1\text{max}}^{SI} + E_{2\text{max}}^{SI}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A8)

measures the relative difference between the energy of the strip cell with the greatest energy $E_{1\text{max}}^{SI}$ and the energy in the strip cell with second greatest energy $E_{2\text{max}}^{SI}$ (1 when there is no second maximum).

**APPENDIX B: CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENTS**

Table III, IV, and V list the values of the measured isolated prompt photon production cross sections, for the $0.00 \leq |\eta^*| < 0.60$, $0.60 \leq |\eta^*| < 1.37$ and $1.52 \leq |\eta^*| < 1.81$ regions, respectively. The various systematic uncertainties originating from the purity measurement, the photon selection and identification efficiency, the photon energy scale and the luminosity are shown. The total uncertainty includes both the statistical and all systematic uncertainties, except for the uncertainty on the luminosity.
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